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Artificial Intelligence and National Security

Summary
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing field of technological development with
potentially significant implications for national security. As such, the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD) is developing AI applications for a range of military functions. AI research is underway in
the fields of intelligence collection and analysis, logistics, cyberspace operations, command and
control, and a variety of military autonomous vehicles. AI applications are already playing a role
in operations in Iraq and Syria, with algorithms designed to speed up the target identification
process. Congressional action has the potential to shape the technology’s trajectory, with fiscal
and regulatory decisions potentially influencing growth of national security applications and the
standing of military AI development versus international competitors.
AI technology presents unique challenges for military acquisitions, especially since the bulk of AI
development is happening in the commercial sector. Although AI is not unique in this regard, the
Defense Acquisition Process (DAP) may potentially need to be adapted for acquiring systems like
AI. In addition, many commercial AI applications must undergo significant modification prior to
being functional for the military. A number of cultural issues challenge AI acquisition, leading to
discord with AI companies and potential military aversion to adapting weapons systems and
processes to this disruptive technology.
International rivals in the AI market are creating pressure for the United States to compete for
innovative military AI applications. China is a leading competitor in this regard, releasing a plan
in 2017 to capture the global lead in AI development by 2030. Currently, China is primarily
focused on using AI to make faster and more well-informed decisions, as well as developing
multiple types of autonomous military vehicles. Russia is also active in military AI development,
with a primary focus on robotics.
Although AI has the potential to impart a number of advantages in the military context, it may
also introduce distinct challenges. AI technology can facilitate autonomous operations, lead to
more informed military decision-making, and will likely increase the speed and scale of military
action. However, it is also unpredictable, vulnerable to unique forms of manipulation, and
presents challenges to human-machine interaction. Analysts hold a broad range of opinions on
how influential AI will be in future combat operations. While a small number of analysts believe
that the technology will have minimal impact, a larger number of experts believe that AI will
have at least an evolutionary if not revolutionary effect.
Military AI development presents a number of potential issues for Congress






What is the right balance of commercial and government funding for AI
development?
How might Congress influence Defense Acquisition reform initiatives that ease
military AI adaptation?
What changes, if any, are necessary in Congress and DOD to implement effective
oversight of AI development?
What regulatory changes are necessary for military AI applications?
What measures can be taken to protect AI from exploitation by international
competitors and preserve a U.S. advantage in the field?
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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing field of technological development that is
capturing the attention of international rivals, leaders in the commercial sector, defense
intellectuals, and policymakers alike. On July 20, 2017, the Chinese government released a
strategy detailing its plan to capture the lead in AI by 2030, and less than two months later
Vladimir Putin publicly announced Russia’s intent to pursue AI technologies, stating, “[W]hoever
becomes the leader in this field will rule the world.”1 Elon Musk, the Chief Executive Officer of
SpaceX and founder of OpenAI, submitted a letter co-signed by 114 international leaders in the
technology sector to the United Nations (UN) warning that autonomous weapons fueled by AI
will “permit armed conflict to be fought at a scale greater than ever, and at timescales faster than
humans comprehend” and appealing for the means to prevent an arms race and protect civilians
from potential misuse.2
In the meantime, the U.S. military is already integrating AI systems into combat via a spearhead
initiative called Project Maven, which is using AI algorithms to identify insurgent targets in Iraq
and Syria.3 These events raise several questions that Congress addressed in hearings during 2017:
What types of military AI applications are possible, and what limits, if any, should be imposed?
What unique advantages and vulnerabilities come with employing AI for defense? How will AI
change warfare, and what influence will it have on the military balance with U.S. competitors?
Congress has a number of financial and statutory tools available that it may use to influence the
answers to these questions and affect the future trajectory of AI technology.

AI Definitions and Terminology
Almost all academic studies open by acknowledging that there is no commonly accepted
definition of AI, in part because of the diverse approaches to research in the field. Likewise, no
official government definition of AI exists, but companion bills introduced on December 12, 2017
(H.R. 4625 and S. 2217), would define AI as follows: “Any artificial system that performs tasks
under varying and unpredictable circumstances, without significant human oversight, or that can
learn from their experience and improve their performance.... They may solve tasks requiring
human-like perception, cognition, planning, learning, communication, or physical action.” The
bills further elaborate on this definition, including many of the descriptions in Table 1 below,
which summarizes various AI definitions in academic literature.
The field of AI research began in 1956, but an explosion of interest in AI began around 2010 due
to the convergence of three enabling developments: the availability of “big data” sources,

1

China State Council, “A Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan,” July 20, 2017, translated by New
America, https://www.newamerica.org/documents/1959/translation-fulltext-8.1.17.pdf, and Tom Simonite, “For
Superpowers, Artificial Intelligence Fuels New Global Arms Race,” Wired, August 8, 2017, https://www.wired.com/
story/for-superpowers-artificial-intelligence-fuels-new-global-arms-race.
2
“An Open Letter to the United Nations Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons,” August 20, 2017,
https://www.dropbox.com/s/g4ijcaqq6ivq19d/
2017%20Open%20Letter%20to%20the%20United%20Nations%20Convention%20on%20Certain%20Conventional%
20Weapons.pdf?dl=0.
3
Marcus Weisgerber, “The Pentagon’s New Algorithmic Warfare Cell Gets Its First Mission: Hunt ISIS,” Defense
One, May 14, 2017, http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2017/05/pentagons-new-algorithmic-warfare-cell-gets-itsfirst-mission-hunt-isis/137833/.
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improvements to machine learning approaches, and increases in computer processing power.4
This growth has advanced the state of Narrow AI, which refers to algorithms that address specific
problem sets like game playing, image recognition, and self-driving vehicles. All current AI
systems fall into the Narrow AI category. The most prevalent approach to Narrow AI is machine
learning, which involves statistical algorithms that replicate human cognitive tasks by deriving
their own procedures through analysis of large training data sets. During the training process, the
computer system creates its own statistical model to accomplish the specified task in situations it
has not previously encountered.
Experts generally agree that it will be many decades before the field advances to a state of
General AI, which refers to systems capable of human level intelligence across a broad range of
tasks.5 Nevertheless, the growing power of Narrow AI algorithms has sparked a wave of
commercial interest, with U.S. technology companies investing an estimated $20-$30 billion in
2016. Some studies estimate this will grow to as high as $126 billion by 2025.6 DOD’s
unclassified investment in AI for FY2016 totaled just over $600 million.7
AI has a number of unique characteristics that may be important to consider as these technologies
enter the national security arena. First, AI is an omni-use technology, as it has the potential to be
integrated into virtually everything. Kevin Kelley, the founder of Wired magazine, states, “It will
enliven inert objects, much as electricity did more than a century ago. Everything that we
formerly electrified we will now cognitize.”8 Second, many AI applications are dual-use, meaning
they have both military and civil applications. For example, image recognition algorithms can be
trained to recognize cats in YouTube videos and terrorist activity in full motion video (FMV)
captured by remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) over Syria or Afghanistan.9 Third, AI is relatively
transparent, meaning that its integration into a product is not immediately recognizable. By and
large, AI procurement will not result in countable things. Rather, the algorithm will be purchased
separately and incorporated into an existing system, or it will be part of a tangible system from
inception, which may not be considered predominantly AI. An expert in the field points out, “We
will not buy AI. It will be used to solve problems, and there will be an expectation that AI will be
infused in most things we do.”10 For this reason, it may be useful to think of AI both in terms of
the category noted in Figure 1 below and in terms of the algorithm’s functional application as
discussed in the “AI Applications for Defense” section of this report.11

4

Executive Office of the President, National Science and Technology Council, Committee on Technology, Preparing
for the Future of Artificial Intelligence, October 12, 2016, https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/
whitehouse_files/microsites/ostp/NSTC/preparing_for_the_future_of_ai.pdf, p. 6.
5
Ibid., pp. 7-9.
6
McKinsey Global Institute, Artificial Intelligence, The Next Digital Frontier?, June 2017, pp. 4-6.
7
Govini, Department of Defense Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and Cloud Taxonomy, December 3, 2017, p. 9.
8
Kevin Kelly, “The Three Breakthroughs That Have Finally Unleashed AI on the World,” Wired, October 27, 2014,
https://www.wired.com/2014/10/future-of-artificial-intelligence.
9
Greg Allen and Taniel Chan, Artificial Intelligence and National Security, Belfer Center for Science and International
Affairs, July 2017, p. 47.
10
Steve Mills, Presentation at the Global Security Forum, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Washington,
DC, November 7, 2017.
11
For a broad introduction to the field of AI, see CRS In Focus IF10608, Overview of Artificial Intelligence, by Laurie
A. Harris
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AI Concepts
Table 1. Taxonomy of Historical AI Definitions
Systems That Think Like Humans
“The automation of activities that we associate with
human thinking, activities such as decision making,
problem solving, and learning”

Systems That Think Rationally
“The study of computations that make possible to
perceive, reason, and act”
—Winston, 1992

—Bellman, 1978
Systems That Act Like Humans
“The art of creating machines that perform functions
that require intelligence when performed by people”
—Kurzweil, 1990

Systems That Act Rationally
“The branch of computer science that is concerned
with the automation of intelligent behavior”
—Luger and Stubblefield, 1993

Figure 1. Categories of AI Applications

Source: Andrew W. Moore, “AI and National Security in 2017,” Presentation at AI and Global Security Summit,
Washington, DC, November 1, 2017.

Selected AI Definitions—Where possible, an official U.S. government document is cited.


Automation. “Automated or automatic systems function with no (or limited) human operator involvement,
typically in structured and unchanging environments, and the system’s performance is limited to the specific set
of actions that it has been designed to accomplish ... typically these are well-defined tasks that have
predetermined responses according to simple scripted or rule-based prescriptions.”12



Autonomy. “The condition or quality of being self-governing in order to achieve an assigned task based on the
system’s own situational awareness (integrated sensing, perceiving, and analyzing), planning, and decision
making.”13


Autonomous Weapon System (aka Lethal Autonomous Weapon System, LAWS). “A weapon system that,
once activated, can select and engage targets without further intervention by a human operator.”14



Semi-Autonomous Weapon System. “A weapon system that, once activated, is intended to only engage
individual targets or specific target groups that have been selected by a human operator.”15

12

Andrew Ilachinski, AI, Robots, and Swarms, Issues, Questions, and Recommended Studies, Center for Naval
Analysis, January 2017, p. 6.
13
Department of Defense, Joint Concept for Robotic and Autonomous Systems, October 19, 2016, p. A-3.
14
Department of Defense, Directive 3000.09, Autonomy in Weapon Systems, http://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/
Documents/DD/issuances/DODd/300009p.pdf.
15
Ibid.
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Robot. “A powered machine capable of executing a set of actions by direct human control, computer control,
or a combination of both. At a minimum it is comprised of a platform, software, and a power source.”16

Understanding the relationships between these terms can be challenging, as they may be used
interchangeably in the literature and definitions often conflict with one another. Some studies
draw a hard line between automation and autonomy, arguing that automated systems are strictly
rule-based, lacking an AI component. Other analysts describe AI as a means of automating
cognitive tasks, with robotics automating physical tasks. However, experts warn that automation
may not be a sufficient term to describe how AI functions, as these systems are not merely
replicating human cognitive functions and often come up with surprising solutions. In addition, a
robot may be automated or autonomous and may or may not contain an AI algorithm. Virtually all
studies agree that AI is a necessary ingredient for fueling a fully autonomous system. Figure 2
illustrates these relationships, based on the most commonly used descriptions of each term.
Figure 2. Relationships of Selected AI Terminology

Source: CRS.

Issues for Congress
A number of Members of Congress have made calls for action on military AI. During the opening
comments to a January 2018 hearing before the House Armed Services Subcommittee on
Emerging Threats, the subcommittee chair called for a “national level effort” to preserve a
technological edge in the field of AI.17 Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work argued
in a November 2017 interview that the federal government needs to address AI issues at the
highest levels, further stating that “this is not something the Pentagon can fix by itself.”18
16

Department of Defense, Joint Concept for Robotic and Autonomous Systems, p. A-3.
U.S. Congress, House of Representatives Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and
Capabilities, Hearing on China’s Pursuit of Emerging Technologies, 115th Cong., 2nd sess., January 9, 2018, transcript
available at http://www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-5244793?1; remarks by Rep. Joe Wilson.
18
Colin Clark, “Our Artificial Intelligence ‘Sputnik Moment’ is Now: Eric Schmidt and Bob Work,” Breaking
Defense, November 1, 2017, https://breakingdefense.com/2017/11/our-artificial-intelligence-sputnik-moment-is-now(continued...)
17
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Congress may wish to visit the question of funding for AI development. During 2017 testimony
before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, one expert stated that
“federal funding for AI research and development has been relatively flat, even as the importance
of the field has dramatically increased.”19 Lieutenant General John Shanahan, lead for the
Pentagon’s most prominent AI program, identified funding as a barrier to future progress, and a
2017 report by the Army Science Board states that funding is insufficient for the service to pursue
disruptive technology like AI.20 Figure 3 below illustrates DOD expenditures on AI contracts
since 2012.
Figure 3. DOD Spending on AI: FY2012-FY2017

Source: Govini, “Department of Defense Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and Cloud Taxonomy,” December 3,
2017, p. 9, available at http://www.govini/home/insights/.

Critics of increased federal funding contend that significant increases to appropriations may not
be required, as the military should be taking greater advantage of research and development
(R&D) conducted in the commercial sector. The 2017 National Security Strategy identifies a need
to “establish strategic partnerships to align private sector R&D resources to priority national
security applications” and to reward government agencies who “take risks and rapidly field
emerging commercial technologies.”21 In addition, guidance to DOD for preparation of its
FY2019 budget from the Office of Management and Budget directs the department to “identify
existing R&D programs that could progress more efficiently through private sector R&D, and
consider their modification or elimination where federal involvement is no longer needed or
appropriate.”22 Some experts in the national security community also admit that it would not be a
responsible use of taxpayer money to duplicate efforts devoted to AI R&D in the commercial

(...continued)
eric-schmidt-bob-work/.
19
Testimony of Ed Felten, in U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Commerce, Subcommittee on Communications,
Technology, Innovation, and the Internet, Hearing on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence, 115th Cong., 2nd
sess., December 12, 2017, transcript available at http://www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-5235510?1.
20
Justin Doubleday, “Project Maven Aims to Introduce AI tools into Services’ Intel Systems,” Inside Defense, January
5, 2018, https://insidedefense.com/inside-army/project-maven-aims-introduce-ai-tools-services-intel-systems, and
Jason Sherman, “ASB: S&T Funding Inadequate to Support ‘Big Bets’ on Disruptive Technologies,” Inside Defense,
December 15, 2017, https://insidedefense.com/inside-army/asb-st-funding-inadequate-support-big-bets-disruptivetechnologies.
21
The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States of America, December 2017,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905-2.pdf, p. 21.
22
Executive Office of the President, Director, Office of Management and Budget, Memorandum for the Heads of
Executive Departments and Agencies, “FY 2019 Administration Research and Development Budget Priorities,” August
17, 2017, https://partner-mco-archive.s3.amazonaws.com/client_files/1503000327.pdf.
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sector when companies take products 90% of the way to a useable military application.23 That
said, some analysts contend that a number of barriers stand in the way of transitioning AI
commercial technology to DOD, and that reforming aspects of the defense acquisition process
may be necessary.24 These issues are discussed in more detail later in this report.25
AI also potentially presents oversight challenges for Congress. Analysts assert that AI will create
cross-cutting issues in many sectors, and one approach may be to create a federal advisory
committee with wide-ranging expertise to inform broad policy concerns. Some initiatives of this
type are already in progress. For example, a bill under consideration, the Fundamentally
Understanding the Usability and Realistic Evolution of Artificial Intelligence Act of 2017 (S.
2217), advocates for the creation of a Federal Advisory Committee on the Development and
Implementation of AI (a bi-partisan AI caucus formed in the House of Representatives in May
2017).26
Likewise, some critics believe that DOD needs to increase its internal oversight of AI
development, making the case for an entity inside the department to handle the unique policy
questions the technology presents and break through the inertia that stands in the way of quickly
moving AI technology from the commercial sector into military applications.27
In 2016, the Defense Innovation Board, chaired by Alphabet CEO Eric Schmidt, recommended
the creation of an AI and Machine Learning Center of Excellence inside DOD “to spur innovation
and transformational change.”28 An organization of this type could also create a single focal point
for Congress to consult on defense-related AI issues. So far, DOD has not implemented this
recommendation, and AI development continues to be supervised by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering.
Within the broad subject of oversight, Congress may consider establishing a separate Program
Element (PE) for AI to increase visibility of AI appropriations, as AI appropriation levels in their
current format are not readily discernable. There is not a separate PE for AI in the DOD funding
tables. The money appropriated for AI R&D is spread throughout generally titled PEs and
incorporated into funding for larger systems that have AI components. For example, in the
FY2018 National Defense Authorization Act, P.L. 115-91, Army AI funding is spread throughout
the PEs for Computer and Software Technology, Advanced Computer Science, and Ground
Robotics. The lack of agreed upon definitions in the field further complicates comparisons
between federal AI funding and the commercial sector. Each entity draws different boundaries for
which programs constitute an investment in AI technology, potentially resulting in disparate AI
funding assessments.

23

Dr. Matthijs Broer, Chief Technology Officer, Central Intelligence Agency, Comments at Defense One Summit,
November 9, 2017.
24
Testimony of Paul Scharre, House Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities,
Hearing on China’s Pursuit of Emerging Technologies.
25
For a discussion of recent defense acquisitions reform initiatives, see CRS Report R45068, Acquisition Reform in the
FY2016-FY2018 National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAAs), by Moshe Schwartz and Heidi M. Peters
26
U.S. Congress, Sen. Maria Cantwell, Fundamentally Understanding the Usability and Realistic Evolution of
Artificial Intelligence Act of 2017, and Jordan Novet, “Lawmakers Aim to ‘Get Smart’ about AI,” CNBC, May 24,
2017, https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/24/congressional-ai-caucus-working-with-amazon-google-ibm.html.
27
Testimony of Paul Scharre and William Carter, House Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Emerging
Threats and Capabilities, Hearing on China’s Pursuit of Emerging Technologies.
28
Aaron Mehta, “Defense Innovation Board Lays Out First Concepts,” Defense News, October 5, 2016,
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2016/10/05/defense-innovation-board-lays-out-first-concepts/.
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Congress may also consider specific policies on the use of military AI applications. Many experts
fear that the pace of AI technology development is moving faster than the speed of implementing
policy. House Armed Services Committee Chairman, Representative Mac Thornberry, echoed this
sentiment, stating, “It seems to me that we’re always a lot better at developing technologies than
we are the policies on how to use them.”29 While broad regulation of AI may not be appropriate,
Congress may assess the need for new policies or modifications of existing laws to account for AI
within sectors. Regulations could be based on risk assessments, considering areas where AI may
either increase or decrease risk.30 Perhaps the most immediate policy concern among AI analysts
is the absence of an independent entity inside the DOD or the federal government to develop and
enforce AI safety standards.31
Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS) are another contentious military AI application
for Congress to consider shaping DOD restrictions on development as well as spurring
international engagement. Some analysts are concerned that efforts to control LAWS will stifle
development of other useful military AI technology due to strict controls on applications that may
be put to use in a lethal system, even if they are not fundamentally designed to do so. During
recent testimony to the UN, one expert stated, “If we agree to foreswear some technology, we
could end up giving up some uses of automation that could make war more humane. On the other
hand a headlong rush into a future of increasing autonomy with no discussion of where it is
taking us, is not in humanity’s interest either.” He suggests the leading question for regulating
military AI applications ought to be, “What role do we want humans to play in wartime decision
making?”32
Congress may consider the growth of international competition in the AI market and the danger
of foreign exploitation of U.S. AI technology for military purposes. In particular, the Chinese
government is aggressively pursuing AI investments in the United States, and in September 2017,
President Trump, following the recommendation of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
U.S. (CFIUS), blocked a Chinese firm from acquiring Lattice Semiconductor, a company that
manufactures chips that are a critical design element for AI technology.33 Some experts believe
that CFIUS may provide a means of protecting a technology like AI with potentially strategic
significance, but changes to the current legislation may be necessary to maintain more thorough
oversight of foreign investment.34
In addition, many analysts believe that it may be necessary to reform federal data policies. Large
data pools are a necessary ingredient for building many AI systems, and government data sources
may be particularly important for military AI applications. However, critics point out that much
29

Morgan Chalfant, “Congress Told to Brace for Robotic Soldiers,” The Hill, March 1, 2017, http://thehill.com/policy/
cybersecurity/321825-congress-told-to-brace-for-robotic-soldiers.
30
National Science and Technology Council, Preparing for the Future of Artificial Intelligence, October 2016, p. 17.
31
CRS discussion with Mike Garris, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Co-Chairman, Subcommittee on
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence, Committee on Technology, National Science and Technology Council,
October 2, 2017.
32
Paul Scharre, Remarks to the United Nations, Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapons
Systems, November 15, 2017, Geneva, Switzerland, https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.cnas.org/documents/ScharreRemarks-to-UN-on-Autonomous-Weapons-15-Nov-2017.pdf?mtime=20171120095806. For more information on
LAWS, see CRS Report R44466, Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems: Issues for Congress, by Nathan J. Lucas.
33
Ana Swanson, “Trump Blocks China-Backed Bid to Buy U.S. Chip Maker,” The New York Times, September 13,
2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/13/business/trump-lattice-semiconductor-china.html.
34
Paul Scharre and Dean Cheng, Testimony to Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities, Hearing on
China’s Pursuit of Emerging Technologies. For more information on CFIUS, see CRS Report RL33388, The
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), by James K. Jackson.
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of this data is stove-piped by stakeholders in the federal bureaucracy, classified, or protected
because of privacy concerns. In addition, storing the requisite data for military AI would pose a
problem, with many experts arguing that cloud computing is the most viable solution, although
the use of cloud storage may create data security issues. Analysts contend that Congress should
implement a new data policy that balances concerns for classification and privacy with the need
to fuel AI development.35
Closely related, AI development may increase the imperative for strict cybersecurity standards.
As discussed later in this report, AI algorithms are exceptionally vulnerable to theft or
manipulation, particularly if the training data set is not adequately protected. During a February
2018 conference with defense industry CEOs, Deputy Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan
advocated for higher cybersecurity standards in the commercial sector stating, “[W]e want the bar
to be so high that it becomes a condition of doing business.”36

AI Applications for Defense
DOD is looking into a number of diverse applications for AI. Currently, AI R&D is being left to
the discretion of research organizations in the individual services, as well as to the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects
Agency (IARPA). The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
(ASD/RE) maintains loose oversight of these initiatives, and it is in the process of producing a
DOD AI Strategy, which is forecast to be released in summer 2018. The ASD/RE views the
services’ disparate approaches to AI research as a strength in the near term, despite some
duplication of effort.37
The Algorithmic Warfare Cross-Functional Team, also known as Project Maven, is a focal point
for DOD AI integration overseen by the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence (USDI).
Project Maven was launched in April 2017 and charged with rapidly incorporating AI into
existing DOD systems to demonstrate the technology’s potential.38 Project Maven’s Director
states, “Maven is designed to be that pilot project, that pathfinder, that spark that kindles the
flame for artificial intelligence across the department.”39Although Project Maven’s immediate
effort is focused on intelligence processing, the wide variety of AI projects underway elsewhere
in the department illustrate the omni-use nature of the technology AI technologies.
35

Paul Scharre, “The US Can Be a World Leader in AI, Here’s How,” The National Interest, November 2, 2017,
http://nationalinterest.org/print/feature/the-united-states-can-be-world -leader-ai-heres-how-22921. For more on federal
data policy and cloud computing, see CRS Report R42887, Overview and Issues for Implementation of the Federal
Cloud Computing Initiative: Implications for Federal Information Technology Reform Management, by Patricia
Moloney Figliola and Eric A. Fischer.
36
Marcus Weisgerber, “Pentagon Warns CEOs: Protect Your Data or Lose Our Contracts,” Defense One, February 6,
2018, http://www.defenseone.com/business/2018/02/pentagon-warns-ceos-protect-your-data-or-lose-our-contracts/
145779/?oref=d-river. For more on cybersecurity legislation, see CRS Report R42114, Federal Laws Relating to
Cybersecurity: Overview of Major Issues, Current Laws, and Proposed Legislation, by Eric A. Fischer.
37
Based on CRS discussions with Dr. Richard Linderman, Deputy Director for Information System and Cyber
Technologies, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, October 24, 2017.
38
Robert Work, Deputy Secretary of Defense, Memorandum, “Establishment of an Algorithmic Warfare CrossFunctional Team (Project Maven),” April 26, 2017, https://www.govexec.com/media/gbc/docs/pdfs_edit/
establishment_of_the_awcft_project_maven.pdf.
39
Jack Corrigan, “Three-Star General Wants AI in Every New Weapon System,” Defense One, November 3, 2017,
http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2017/11/three-star-general-wants-artificial-intelligence-every-new-weaponsystem/142239/?oref=d-river.
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Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
AI is expected to be particularly useful in intelligence due to the large data sets available for
analysis.40 As such, Project Maven’s first phase involves automating intelligence processing in
support of the counter-ISIL campaign. Specifically, this team is incorporating computer vision
and machine learning algorithms into intelligence collection cells that would comb through
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) footage and automatically identify hostile activity for targeting.
In this capacity, AI is intended to automate the work of human analysts who currently spend
hours sifting through videos for actionable information, and it may free them to make more
efficient and timely decisions based on the data.41 The team initially incorporated these AI tools
into 10 sites, with plans to incorporate them into 30 sites by mid-2018.42
The intelligence community has a number of publicly-advertised AI research projects in progress.
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has 137 projects in development that leverage AI in some
capacity to accomplish tasks such as image recognition or labeling (similar to Project Maven’s
algorithm and data analysis functions) to predict future events like terrorist attacks or civil unrest
based on wide-ranging analysis of open source information.43 IARPA is sponsoring several AI
research projects intended to produce tangible tools for the community four to five years from
completion. Some examples of its programs include developing algorithms to accomplish
multilingual speech recognition and translation in noisy environments; geo-locating images with
no associated metadata; fusing 2-D images to create 3-D models; and tools to infer a building’s
function based on pattern of life analysis.44

Logistics
AI may have a promising future in the field of military logistics. For example, the Air Force is
working toward using AI to accomplish tailored, predictive aircraft maintenance. Instead of
making repairs when an aircraft breaks or in accordance with scripted schedules designed for a
whole fleet of airplanes, a tailored approach facilitated by AI would allow technicians to perform
maintenance on individual aircraft on an as-needed-basis. This type of AI application would
extract real-time sensor data embedded in the aircraft’s engines and other onboard systems and
feed data into a predictive algorithm to determine when technicians need to accomplish
inspections or replace parts.45
SparkCognition, an AI company based in Texas, installed an AI system of this type on several of
Boeing’s commercial aircraft. In one instance the algorithm reported that an engine required
replacement within 40 hours of engine operation, far ahead of the normal schedule. Upon
inspection, the maintenance team discovered a nicked fan blade, which would have cost the
company $50 million to replace if it had broken.46
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In September 2017, the Army Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) signed a second contract with
IBM worth $135 million for an AI proof of concept. During the first project, IBM’s Watson (the
same AI computer that defeated two Jeopardy champions) employed a tailored maintenance
algorithm similar to the one described above to perform individually customized maintenance for
the Stryker fleet, based on information pulled from 17 sensors installed on the vehicles. The
current project plans to use Watson to analyze shipping flows for repair parts distribution,
attempting to determine the most time- and cost-efficient means to deliver supplies. The Army
believes this AI system could save up to $100 million a year after analyzing just 10% of shipping
requests.47 These applications further illustrate the potential of AI and the virtually direct
correlation between commercial and military AI algorithms.

Cyberspace
AI is likely to be consequential in the cyberspace domain. In his 2016 testimony before the
Senate Armed Services Committee, Commander of U.S. Cyber Command Admiral Michael
Rogers stated that relying on human intelligence alone in cyberspace is “a losing strategy.” At a
defense conference he clarified this point, stating, “If you can’t get some level of AI or machine
learning with the volume of activity you’re trying to understand when you’re defending networks
... you are always behind the power curve.”48
Conventional cyber-defense tools look for historical matches to previous malicious code, so
hackers only have to modify small portions of that code to circumvent this defense. AI cyberdefense tools are trained to recognize changes to patterns of behavior in a network and detect
anomalies, presenting a more comprehensive barrier to previously unobserved attack methods.49
These tools potentially allow defenders to be more forward thinking, with protection against
novel and inventive means of cyber-attack instead of simple observations of past methods.
DARPA’s recent Cyber Grand Challenge demonstrated the potential power of AI cyber tools. The
competition featured an air-gapped network of seven computers with custom designed software
containing vulnerabilities that mimic real world glitches. The contestants developed AI
algorithms to autonomously identify and patch vulnerabilities in their own software while
simultaneously attacking the other teams’ weaknesses. The competing AI algorithms managed to
fix these security bugs in a matter of seconds, whereas conventional cybersecurity programs
typically take several months to find and patch them.50 The challenge also demonstrated a
singular AI algorithm capable of simultaneously playing offense and defense, which may be a
distinct advantage in the future.

Command and Control
The U.S. military is seeking to exploit AI’s analytical potential in the area of command and
control. The Air Force is developing a system for Multi-Domain Command and Control (MDC2),
47
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which aims to centralize planning and execution of air, space, cyberspace, sea, and land-based
effects. In the immediate future, AI may be used to fuse data from sensors in all of these domains
to create a single source of information for decisionmakers, also known as a common operating
picture.51 The information available to decisionmakers comes in diverse formats from multiple
platforms, often with redundancies or unresolved discrepancies. A common operating picture
enabled by AI would combine this information into one display, providing an intuitive picture of
friendly and enemy forces, and automatically resolving variances from input data.
Later, AI may be used to identify communications links cut by an adversary and find alternative
means to distribute information. As the complexity of AI systems mature, AI algorithms may
provide commanders with viable courses of action based on real-time analysis of the battle-space,
which would enable faster adaptation to unfolding events.
Although MDC2 is still in a concept development phase, the Air Force is working with Lockheed
Martin, Harris, and several AI start-ups to develop such a data fusion capability. A series of wargames in 2018 will seek to refine requirements for this project.52 In the long run, analysts believe
this area of AI development will likely be especially consequential, with the potential to improve
the quality of wartime decision-making and accelerate the pace of conflict.

Autonomous Vehicles
All the military services are incorporating AI into various types of autonomous vehicles. The
services’ time frame for fielding these systems is at least a decade in the future. AI applications in
this field are similar to commercial self-driving vehicles, which use AI technologies to perceive
the environment, recognize obstacles, fuse sensor data, plan navigation, and even communicate
with other autonomous vehicles.53
The Air Force Research Lab completed phase two of testing on the Loyal Wingman program,
which pairs an older-generation, unmanned fighter with a manned F-35 or F-22. During this
event, the F-16 test platform (the unmanned “Loyal Wingman”) autonomously reacted to events
that were not preprogrammed, like unforeseen obstacles and weather.54 As the program
progresses, AI may enable the “loyal wingman” to accomplish tasks for its manned flight lead,
such as reacting to electronic threats with jamming or carrying extra weapons.55
The Army and the Marine Corps tested prototypes of similar autonomous vehicles that follow
soldiers around the battlefield to accomplish independent tasks. The Marine Corps’ Multi-Utility
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Tactical Transport (MUTT) is an ATV-sized vehicle capable of carrying extra equipment that
follows Marines around the battlefield via a radio link. Although the system is not autonomous in
its current configuration, the Marine Corps plans to augment the vehicle with AI in the future to
make it completely independent.56 Likewise, the Army plans to field a number of Remote Combat
Vehicles (RCVs) with different types of AI functionality, such as autonomous navigation,
surveillance, and IED removal. Experience with these systems aims to inform design of the selfdriving Next Generation Ground Vehicle, tentatively scheduled to debut in 2035.57
In November 2016, the Navy completed testing on AI-enabled swarm boats. AI-fueled
cooperative behavior, or swarming, is a unique subset of autonomous vehicle development, with
concepts ranging from large formations of low-cost drones designed to overwhelm defensive
systems to small squadrons of RPAs that collaborate to provide electronic attack, fire support, and
localized navigation and communication nets for ground-troop formations.58 This Navy test
featured a formation of five unmanned boats that cooperatively patrolled a 4-by-4 mile section of
the Chesapeake Bay and intercepted an “intruder” vessel. The results of this experiment may lead
to AI technology adapted for defending harbors, hunting submarines, or scouting in front of a
formation of larger navy ships.59
Swarm Characteristics60


Autonomous (not under centralized control)



Capable of sensing their local environment and other
nearby swarm participants



Able to communicate locally with others in the swarm



Able to cooperate to perform a given task

Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS)
LAWS are a special class of AI systems capable of independently identifying a target and
employing an onboard weapon system to engage and destroy it with no human interaction. LAWS
require a computer vision system and advanced machine learning algorithms to classify an object
as hostile, make an engagement decision, and guide a weapon to the target. At the moment, DOD
has delayed LAWS development indefinitely on moral grounds, which are codified in regulatory
limitations.
The current Department of Defense guidance on LAWS, DOD Directive 3000.09 “Autonomy in
Weapon Systems,” requires that autonomous systems “allow commanders and operators to
exercise appropriate levels of human judgment over the use of force.”61 This guidance does allow
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human-supervised systems to select and engage nonhuman targets for defensive purposes, and it
authorizes the use of autonomous systems for “non-lethal, non-kinetic force” like electronic
attack.62 Congress and the executive branch, including DOD, continue to debate the military
advantages lost by forgoing autonomous systems that lack human operators for offensive
engagements. Many contend that the U.S. will sacrifice a strategic advantage if international
rivals develop LAWS and the U.S. military does not. However, DOD leadership continues to
affirm the prohibition on this type of technology. In 2017 testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Paul Selva stated, “I am
an advocate for keeping the restriction, because we take our values to war.... I do not think it is
reasonable for us to put robots in charge of whether or not we take a human life.”63 Regardless,
Selva explained that the military will be compelled to address the development of this technology
in order to find its vulnerabilities because potential U.S. adversaries are pursuing LAWS.64

AI Acquisitions Challenges
From the Cold War era until recently, most major defense-related technologies were first
developed by government-directed programs and later spread to the commercial sector.65
Examples include nuclear technology, the Global Positioning System (GPS), and the internet. In
contrast, civilian companies are leading AI development, with DOD adapting their tools after the
fact for national security functions. Noting the reversal of the traditional arrangement that has
developed over the past decade, one AI expert commented, “It is unusual to have a technology
that is so strategically important being developed commercially by a relatively small number of
companies.”66
AI is one of many dual use technologies, with some commercial applications being directly
transferable for DOD’s purposes. However, there are some exceptions to this generalization, and
several unique complications are associated with adjusting to the changing relationship between
DOD and commercial companies. A wide variance exists in the adaptability of commercial
technology for defense. In some cases, the transition is relatively seamless. For example, the
aircraft maintenance algorithms described above will likely require minor adjustments to the
training data for the type of aircraft and sensor data available. However, in other circumstances,
the combat environments in which military systems operate are often much less structured, with
greater potential for unpredictable events. Self-driving vehicles are an illustration. Commercial
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autonomous vehicles are likely to thrive on a data-rich environment with a reliable GPS position,
abundant map data of virtually every location it will encounter, and up-to-date information on
traffic and weather conditions from other self-driving vehicles.67
In contrast, the military variant of the autonomous vehicle will likely operate in locations where
map data is comparatively poor, or the vehicle may be driving off-road in rough terrain.
Moreover, an adversary may jam the GPS signal and the communications links to other vehicles,
further complicating navigation. A commercially developed self-driving vehicle trained to operate
on many more inputs will not function well in these circumstances.68 In such cases, DOD likely
needs a specifically-tailored version of the technology, with experts inside the department
defining the requirements.
In addition to coping with unstructured environments, military AI must also contend with
thinking human adversaries who are actively attempting to thwart the AI system by manipulating
or denying information. A team at Carnegie Mellon University created an AI algorithm that beat
four humans in 120,000 hands of the card game no-limit Texas hold’em. This feat was significant
because it was the first game-playing application designed for an environment in which
information is not perfect and the other players have an incentive to deceive. The AI player must
develop its own plan for withholding information or bluffing, and it must think strategically,
considering how each move will affect the game as a whole.69 While this type of AI is seen as a
promising development for DOD, the department may have to rely on academic institutions or
internal laboratories to further this research. One expert argues that commercial companies may
not have a strong incentive to create AI of this type, because most of their tools will encounter
much less contested situations.70
Aligning civilian and military standards of safety and performance present another challenge
associated with adapting AI for defense applications. A failure rate deemed acceptable for a
civilian AI application may be well outside of tolerances in a combat environment. In addition, a
recent study concludes that unpredictable AI failure modes will be exacerbated in the complex
environments of the defense sector described previously.71 One expert asserts that although some
civilian AI algorithms will affect decision-making in substantial fields like health care or criminal
justice, AI in the defense environment will generally be more consequential, with human lives
routinely held at risk.72 Significantly, no independent entity in the commercial sector or inside
government is charged with validating AI system performance and enforcing safety standards.73
Collectively, these factors may create another barrier for the smooth transfer of commercially
developed AI technology to DOD.
In addition to the technological adaptation impediments, the military may need to adjust the DOD
acquisitions process to more closely match timelines and processes in commercial companies to
smooth the AI transition. Defense acquisition processes might not be agile enough for fast-paced
67
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software systems like AI.74 The governing DOD Instruction, 5000.02, stipulates a linear, fivephase process. An internal study of the process with an eye to reform found that it takes an
average of 91 months to move from the initial Analysis of Alternatives, defining the requirement
for a system, to an Initial Operational Capability.75 In contrast, commercial companies typically
execute an iterative development process for software systems like AI, delivering a product in six
to nine months.76 A Government Accountability Office (GAO) study of this issue surveyed 12
U.S. commercial companies who choose not to do business with DOD, and all 12 cited the
complexity of the DAP as a rationale for their decision.77
In the long run, it is not clear which, if any, of the existing acquisitions authorities the department
will adjust to purchase AI systems. In recognition of the mismatch challenge, the department has
created a number of “rapid-acquisitions” organizations with Other Transaction Authorities (OTA),
including the Air Force Rapid Capabilities Office, the Army Asymmetric Warfare Group, and the
Defense Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx).
In large part to these efforts, Project Maven made significant improvements to the acquisitions
timeline. The team organized in April 2017, and two months later Congress appropriated its
funding; by December, the team was fielding a commercially acquired, prototype AI system in
combat.78 However, the March 2018 reduction of the DIUx-brokered cloud contract may be a
signal that OTA organizations will not handle larger acquisitions projects in the future.79 In
August 2017, DOD completed a revision to DODI 5000.02, with additional acquisitions
milestone models that may be used to smooth purchase of AI systems, including Defense Unique
Software Intensive Model, Incrementally Deployed Software Intensive Model, and a Hybrid
(Software Dominant) Model.80
Alternatively, the department recently released a new acquisitions instruction specifically for
Information Technology Systems, DODI 5000.75, which may be adapted to purchase AI
systems.81 Although some analysts argue that these are promising developments, critics point out
that the department must replicate the results achieved by Project Maven at scale and settle on a
more clear-cut acquisitions process to avoid future frustration.82
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An apparent cultural divide between DOD and leading tech companies may also be a roadblock
to AI acquisitions. A recent study of the issue concluded that “the relationship is not strained
because of a lack of awareness of shared problems, but because productive dialogue is frequently
derailed by divergent perspectives and mutual misjudgment.”83 The report was based on a survey
of leadership in several top Silicon Valley companies, with 80% of participants rating the
relationship with DOD as poor or very poor.84
The analysis found a disconnect between the communities on the “incentives for collaboration.”
Commercial companies are often largely motivated by near-term profits and growth, and
government representatives may not adequately explain the long-term mutual security benefits of
cooperation.85 Members of DOD leadership also cited the tech sector’s insistence on preserving
intellectual property rights as a stumbling block. This is particularly challenging when it comes to
AI, because many companies are not selling code to the department along with the AI application,
which makes it difficult to gain a deeper understanding of how the system will perform.86
In more extreme cases, companies are refusing to work with DOD altogether because of concerns
over AI being used for government surveillance and lethal applications. Notably, Google canceled
existing government contracts for two robotics companies it acquired, Boston Dynamics and
Schaft, and prohibited future government work for DeepMind, another AI software startup
Google acquired.87 None of these developments are widely seen as surprising, but they take on
new meaning in a context where the broader relationship between the two groups has changed
and DOD is more beholden to the technology sector for developing a critical product.
The culture within the defense sector itself may create an impediment to AI integration.
Currently, AI is being integrated into existing systems, which alters standardized procedures and
upends well-defined personnel roles. Members of Project Maven have reported a resistance to
change because the disruption that comes with AI integration does not provide an intuitive
benefit.88 Deputy Director for CIA technology development, Dawn Meyerriecks, also expressed
concern about the willingness of the national leadership and key decisionmakers to accept an AIgenerated analysis or recommendation, arguing that the prevalent, risk-averse culture may be
more troubling than the pace of adversary AI development.89
Finally, some analysts are concerned that DOD will simply use AI to improve existing processes
instead of capitalizing on the technology’s potential to produce a more significant benefit on the
battlefield. The services may use AI to reinforce systems closely tied to their own identities rather
than thinking big about what AI can accomplish, or they may reject some AI applications
altogether if the technology threatens service-favored hardware.90 Members of Congress may
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explore the complex interaction of these factors as DOD moves beyond the initial stages of AI
integration.

International Competition
As AI defense applications grow in scale and complexity, many in Congress and the defense
community are becoming increasingly concerned about international competition. In his opening
comments at “The Dawn of AI” hearing before the Senate Subcommittee on Space, Science, and
Competitiveness, Senator Ted Cruz stated, “Ceding leadership in developing artificial intelligence
to China, Russia, and other foreign governments will not only place the United States at a
technological disadvantage, but it could have grave implications for national security.”91
AI has also been discussed for the past two years at the Senate Select Intelligence Committee’s
annual hearing on the “Worldwide Threat Assessment,” consistently making the list of “Emerging
and Disruptive Technologies.”92 In his written testimony for the 2017 hearing, Director of
National Intelligence Daniel Coates asserted, “The implications of our adversaries’ abilities to use
AI are potentially profound and broad.”93
Given the anticipated national security value some ascribe to AI technology, several analysts have
cast the increased pace and magnitude of AI development as a “Sputnik Moment” that may spark
a global AI arms race.94 Consequently, it may be important for Congress to understand the state of
rival AI development, as well as how international organizations like the United Nations are
addressing the technology.

China
China is by far the most ambitious competitor to the United States in the international AI market.
China’s 2017 “Next Generation AI Development Plan” describes AI as a “strategic technology”
that has become a “focus of international competition.”95 According to the document, China will
“firmly seize the strategic initiative” and reach “world leading levels” of AI investment by 2030,
with over $150 billion in government funding.96
Recent Chinese achievements in the field demonstrate China’s potential to realize this goal. In
2015, China’s leading AI company, Baidu, created AI software capable of surpassing humanlevels of language recognition, almost a year in advance of Microsoft, the nearest U.S.
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competitor.97 In 2016 and 2017, Chinese teams won the top prize at the Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge, an international competition for computer vision systems.98 Chinese
development of military AI applications closely mirrors that of the United States, and while not
invulnerable, the AI industry in China may have fewer barriers to commercial and military
cooperation.
Chinese development of military AI is influenced in large part by China’s observation of U.S.
plans for defense innovation and fears of a widening “generational gap” in comparison to the U.S.
military.99 The guiding principle for Chinese AI development is a focus on the use of AI to
enhance battlefield decision-making. Similar to U.S. military concepts, the Chinese aim to use AI
for exploiting large troves of intelligence information, providing a comprehensive picture of the
battlespace and recommending viable actions to military decisionmakers.100
China is also researching various types of air, land, sea, and submersible autonomous vehicles. In
the spring of 2017, a civilian Chinese university with ties to the military demonstrated an AIenabled swarm of 1,000 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) at an airshow. A media report released
after the fact showed a computer simulation of a similar swarm formation finding and destroying
a missile launcher.101
Open-source publications also indicate that the Chinese are developing a suite of AI tools for
cyber-defense and attack.102 The close parallels between U.S. and Chinese AI development have
some DOD leaders concerned about the prospects for achieving a unique and enduring battlefield
advantage as envisioned in current defense innovation guidance.103
Analysts point to a number of differences that may influence the comparative rate of military AI
adoption in China and the United States. Significantly, unlike the United States, China has not
been involved in active combat for several decades. While on the surface this may seem like a
weakness, some argue that it may be an advantage, making the Chinese more apt to develop
unique concepts for AI in combat. These experts contend that, in contrast, the United States
appears to be focused on using AI to solve immediate, tactical-level problems and incremental
improvement of existing ideas. Incidentally, the Chinese are using AI-generated war games to
overcome gaps in their lack of combat experience.104
Nevertheless, the Chinese may have similar reservations about adopting autonomous systems and
trusting AI-generated decisions, especially in a military culture dominated by centralized
command authority and mistrust of subordinates. However, the Chinese may have fewer moral
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qualms about developing LAWS. While U.S. literature on the subject is dominated by discussions
of legal and ethical implications, there have been few publications on this topic in China.105
In addition to differences in the military approach to AI, China’s management of AI acquisition
for the military is distinct.106 In general, few boundaries exist between Chinese commercial
companies, university research laboratories, the military, and the central government. As a result,
the Chinese government has a direct means of guiding AI development priorities. To this end, the
Chinese government created a Military-Civil Fusion Development Commission in 2017, which is
intended to speed the transfer of AI technology from commercial companies and research
institutions to the military.107 The Chinese government is also leveraging lower barriers to data
collection to create large databases that will train AI systems.108 According to one estimate, China
is on track to possess 20% of the world’s share of data by 2020, with the potential to have over
30% by 2030.109
China’s centrally-directed effort is also fueling speculation in the U.S. AI market, where China is
investing in the same companies that the U.S. military is working with, and often in advance of
U.S. investors.110 Figure 4 below depicts Chinese venture capital investment in U.S. AI
companies between 2010 and 2017, an effort adding up to $1.3 billion. Notably, in March 2017
the U.S. Air Force expressed an interest in AI software being developed by Neurala, a Bostonbased start-up. However, before the Air Force returned with an offer, Haiyin Capital, a state-run
Chinese company, edged them out, investing a large, undisclosed sum.111
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Figure 4. Chinese Investment in U.S. AI Companies, 2010-2017

Source: Michael Brown and Pavneet Singh, China’s Technology Transfer Strategy: How Chinese Investments in
Emerging Technology Enable A Strategic Competitor to Access the Crown Jewels of U.S. Innovation, Defense
Innovation Unit Experimental, January 2018, https://www.diux.mil/download/datasets/1758/
DIUx%20Study%20on%20China's%20Technology%20Transfer%20Strategy%20-%20Jan%202018.pdf, p. 29.

Analysts are particularly concerned about Chinese investment in U.S. graphics processing units,
which are a specialized micro-chip critical for running AI software. U.S. companies currently
manufacture more capable versions of this hardware component, and China’s focus on acquiring
these chips may demonstrate an effort to reach parity with the United States.112 China’s history of
industrial espionage is also cause for concern of illicit AI technology transfer.113
While most analysts view China’s unified effort to develop AI as a unique advantage over the
United States, many contend that its AI strategy is not perfect. For example, some analysts
characterize the Chinese government’s funding management as inefficient. They point out that the
system is often corrupt, with favored research institutions receiving a disproportionate share of
government funding, and that the government has a potential to overinvest in projects that
produce surpluses that exceed market demand.114
In addition, China is experiencing a deficit of engineers and researchers trained to develop AI
algorithms. The top half of data scientists in the United States have been working in the field for
over 10 years, while the same proportion of Chinese developers have less than 5 years of
experience on average. Furthermore, only 30 Chinese universities produce indigenous experts and
research products.115 Although the Chinese surpassed the United States in the quantity of research
papers produced from 2011 to 2015, the quality of their published papers ranked 34th globally.116
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Some experts believe that China’s intent to be first may result in comparatively less safe AI
applications, with a large amount of systemic risk built into its military AI tools. Such experts
assert that a prudent pace of AI development in the United States may result in more capable
systems in the long run, further stating that it would be unethical for the military to sacrifice
safety standards for the sake of external pressure to move faster.117 The director of IARPA, Dr.
Jason Matheny, commented that China’s centralized push for AI may result in a big win, but it
may also cause them to fail big with a headlong rush into poorly conceptualized AI
applications.118

Russia
Judging by nascent AI technology developments and public policy statements, Russia may be
another potentially serious rival in the pursuit of military AI applications. Although total Russian
investment in AI lags behind the United States and China, Russia is initiating plans to close the
gap. As part of a broader defense modernization effort that began in 2008, the Russian Military
Industrial Committee set a goal for 30% of military equipment to be robotic by 2025.119
In 2016, the Russian government created a defense research organization, roughly equivalent to
DARPA, dedicated to autonomy and robotics called the Foundation for Advanced Studies, and
initiated an annual conference on “Robotization of the Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation.”120 Russia ranks fourth in the world for users of Kaggle, an open-source AI research
platform, and Russian venture capitalists are actively seeking opportunities in the AI market
abroad, indicating that there may be a united effort in Russia to pursue AI technology.121
The Russian military is researching a number of defense applications for AI, with a heavy
emphasis on autonomous vehicles and robotics. In an official statement on November 1, 2017,
Viktor Bondarev, chairman of the Federation Council’s Defense and Security Committee, asserted
that “artificial intelligence will be able to replace a soldier on the battlefield and a pilot in an
aircraft cockpit,” and he later announced that “the day is nearing when vehicles will get artificial
intelligence.”122 Bondarev made these remarks in close proximity to the successful test of
Nerehta, an unmanned ground system. The modular vehicle, which reportedly “outperformed
existing manned combat vehicles” during the test, is capable of carrying a 7.62mm machine gun
and may be used in combat, intelligence gathering, or logistics roles. The Russian military plans
to use the Nerehta as a research and development platform for AI, potentially incorporating an
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autonomous target identification capability.123 Kalashnikov, a Russian defense company, built a
similar unmanned ground vehicle in 2016 called the Soratnik and plans to unveil a suite of
autonomous systems infused with machine learning algorithms.124
These developments have aroused concerns that Russia may be pursuing Lethal Autonomous
Weapon Systems (LAWS). Analysts also note that the Russian military is exploring a diverse set
of autonomous vehicle concepts, including “tank-sized devices,” while U.S. Army investments to
date have focused on smaller vehicles almost exclusively for support functions.125 Similar to the
U.S. military, the Russian military plans to incorporate AI into unmanned aerial vehicles, naval
vessels, and unmanned undersea vehicles, to include swarming capability.126 In addition, some
analysts believe that the Russian military is likely researching AI applications for espionage and
propaganda. Analysts speculate that Russia may be investigating tools similar to those built by
U.S. researchers that are capable of high-fidelity video and audio spoofing based on a small
sample size of original source material. These sophisticated products are difficult to detect
without a comparable AI tool. 127
Despite Russia’s aspirations, analysts argue that it may be difficult for Russia to put any
significant investment into these programs. The Russian defense budget for 2017 dropped by 7%,
with subsequent cuts of 3.2% and 4.8% forecast for 2018 and 2019, respectively.128
Some analysts point out that the Russian tech industry is not sophisticated enough to produce AI
applications on par with the United States or China. Only one Russian made it on to IBM’s recent
list of global “AI Influencers,” and the AI tools produced by Russian startups are generally
inferior to developments by comparable companies in the United States and China.129 Critics of
this position counter that Russia was never a leader in internet technology, but that has not
stopped it from becoming a substantially disruptive force in cyberspace.130
In addition, the Russian position on LAWS seems to be inconsistent. Although the Russian
research agenda may indicate an emphasis on autonomous weapons systems, individuals inside
the Russian military establishment and leaders of the defense industry have expressed
reservations about trusting AI systems for battlefield decision-making.131 Nevertheless, Russia
may be able to overcome its weaknesses and preserve a unique advantage in global military AI
technology if it is the first to aggressively pursue LAWS.132
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International Institutions
A number of international institutions have examined issues surrounding AI, including the Group
of Seven (G7), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation. The United Nations (UN), however, has made the most concerted
effort to consider AI in the military context, with most of its attention being devoted to Lethal
Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS) under the auspices of the Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons (CCW). In general, the CCW is charged with “banning or restricting the
use of specific types of weapons that are considered to cause unnecessary or unjustifiable
suffering to combatants or to affect civilian populations,” and it currently adjudicates issues
involving weapons such as mines, cluster munitions, and blinding lasers.133 The CCW began
LAWS discussions in 2014 with informal “Meetings of Experts” held annually.134 In parallel, the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) held similar gatherings of interdisciplinary
experts on LAWS, which produced reports for the CCW on technical, legal, moral, and
humanitarian issues.135 During the CCW’s April 2016 meeting, the attendees resolved to establish
a Group of Governmental Experts (GGE), with an official mandate to “assess questions related to
emerging technologies in the area of LAWS.”136
The first meeting of the GGE convened in November 2017, with the intent to “focus on framing
devices such as definitions and other concepts with the potential of narrowing the line of sight to
policy pathways.”137 However, the meeting did not result in any official conclusions or policy
documents, and one observer described the event as a “chaotic and ultimately inconsequential
discussion of AI generally.”138
Potentially clarifying their position on LAWS, the Russian delegation to the GGE announced that
they would not abide by an international ban on the technology. In a paper submitted to the
committee, they explained that defining the technology is overly complex and stipulated that “it is
hardly acceptable for the work on LAWS to restrict the freedom to enjoy the benefits of
autonomous technologies being the future of humankind.”139 Of note, although China sent a
delegation to the event, it did not submit a statement for the record and its participation did not
generate any substantial press coverage.
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One U.S. participant lamented the fact that the UN could not agree on a definition for LAWS after
four years of debate, while also admitting that the CCW is the best international forum to address
the issue in the future. He also cautioned that the international community is in danger of “the
pace of diplomacy falling behind the speed of technological advancement.”140 Some analysts are
concerned that international discussions of military AI applications are occurring primarily in the
arms control context, which naturally leads to debate at the extremes of “arms races” and
“bans.”141 In the future, Congress may seek to influence CCW engagements, while also
encouraging more broad-based international discussions on military AI in other venues.

AI Opportunities and Challenges
Regardless of the country wielding the technology, AI introduces a number of unique
opportunities and challenges in the combat environment that are meaningfully different from
existing military systems. The AI characteristics discussed in this section are generally the same
in other environments, but there are some unique issues in the defense context. Ultimately, the
technology’s impact in the defense and national security sector will be determined by the extent
to which developers, with the assistance of policymakers, are able to maximize strengths while
finding work-arounds and policy options to limit vulnerabilities.

Autonomy
AI is the primary driver of autonomous systems, which are often cited as the technology’s chief
advantage for the military. Autonomy, fueled by AI, was a central focus of the Obama
Administration’s “Third Offset Strategy,” a framework for preserving the U.S. military’s
technological edge versus global competitors.142 Depending on the task, autonomous systems are
capable of augmenting or replacing humans, freeing them up for more complex and cognitively
demanding work. In general, experts assert that the military stands to gain significant benefit from
autonomous systems by replacing humans in tasks that are “dull, dangerous, or dirty.”143
Specific examples include autonomous systems that conduct long-duration intelligence collection
and analysis, robotic systems that clean up environments contaminated by chemical weapons, and
unmanned systems that sweep a route for improvised explosive devices.144 In these capacities,
autonomous systems may reduce risk to warfighters and reduce costs by taking on labor-intensive
tasks.145 Many analysts argue these advantages create a “tactical and strategic necessity,” as well
as a “moral obligation” to pursue autonomous systems.146
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Figure 5. Value of Autonomy to DOD Missions

Source: Defense Science Board, “Summer Study on Autonomy,” June 9, 2016, https://www.acq.osd.mil/dsb/
reports/2010s/DSBSS15.pdf, p. 12.

Autonomy Concepts and Definitions
Much like other terms in the field of AI, there is no general consensus on a definition for autonomy. However, most
sources do not view autonomy as an all-or-nothing proposition and specify levels of autonomy based on the amount
of human control over the system. These distinctions are significant, because one of the more contentious debates in
the field of military AI centers on characterizing “meaningful human control” and determining how much oversight is
appropriate for each type of AI application. The following chart is adapted from definitions found in DOD Directive
3000.09, “Autonomy in Weapon Systems.”

Semi-Autonomous

Human-Supervised

Autonomous

Human in the Loop

Human on the Loop

Human out of the Loop

The machine stops and waits for
human approval before
continuing after each task is
accomplished.

Once activated, the machine
performs a task under human
supervision, and will continue
performing the task until the
operator intervenes.

Once activated, the machine
performs its task without any
assistance on the part of the
human operator, who neither
supervises the operation nor has
an ability to intervene.

Source: Illachinski, “AI, Robots, and Swarms: Issues, Questions, and Recommended Studies,” pp. 146-151.

A common academic autonomy matrix is illustrated below. This is a standard reference point that
may be useful in the military context, and variations of this system have been developed for
numerous applications, including a Department of Transportation adaptation for vehicle
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autonomy. It is more granular than the DOD treatment, organized around a 10-point scale, with
higher numbers corresponding to more autonomy.147


Level 1—computer offers no assistance, humans make all decisions and take all actions



Level 2—computer offers a complete set of alternatives



Level 3—computer narrows the selection down to a few choices



Level 4—computer suggests one action



Level 5—computer executes that action if the human operator approves



Level 6—computer allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution



Level 7—computer executes automatically then informs the human



Level 8—computer informs human after execution only if asked



Level 9—computer informs human after execution only if it decides to



Level 10—computer decides everything and acts fully autonomously

Discussions of the measure of autonomy feed philosophical debates about the kinds of tasks with
which humans and AI systems ought to be trusted, based on characterizing their cognitive
advantages. Figure 6 contrasts the relative strengths of humans versus automated systems, with
autonomous systems existing somewhere in between.
Figure 6. Human vs. Machine Decision-making

Source: U.S. Air Force, Office of the Chief Scientist, “Autonomous Horizons, System Autonomy in the Air
Force–A Path to the Future, Volume 1,” June 1, 2015, p. 5.

Speed
AI introduces a unique means to work at the extremes of the time scale in combat, with an ability
to react at gigahertz speed as well as powering systems to accomplish long-duration tasks that
exceed human endurance.148 At the fast end of the spectrum, automated missile defense systems
like the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) and the Patriot system have already
demonstrated the value and necessity of quick reaction times. AI will infuse systems with a
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similar ability to react at machine speed, potentially boosting the overall pace of combat if
deployed simultaneously in numerous military systems.149
This technology may enhance response times to other developing technologies that challenge
human reaction times (e.g., hypersonic weapons, directed energy systems, and massive,
coordinated cyberattacks). AI systems have the potential to provide additional increases to the
speed of warfare in command and control applications. AI systems may provide decisionmakers
with the ability to quickly assimilate large volumes of data and suggest actions faster than current
command and control tools. In this role, AI would facilitate rapid reactions to an adversary,
possibly outpacing the opponent’s ability to understand the environment and respond in kind if
the opponent is relying solely on human judgment.
Although AI may not always suggest better decisions than human beings, experts argue that
militaries that use AI at scale to make acceptable decisions may gain a significant advantage over
adversaries who choose not to adopt AI. 150 As discussed below, critics contend that a drastic
increase to the speed of combat is not an objectively positive development, and it may lead to an
environment where machines are operating at a pace that defies a human being’s ability to
understand or control events. At the other end of the spectrum, AI systems may provide benefits
in long-duration tasks. For example, AI systems may enable intelligence systems that stare at
large areas, analyze activity over long periods of time, and detect anomalies or broadly
characterize behavior.151

Scaling
AI has the potential to provide a force-multiplying effect by enhancing the capabilities of human
soldiers and infusing less expensive military systems with increased capability. The productivity
of individual military members may increase as AI systems take over routine tasks or empower
soldiers to control fleets of AI systems programmed to cooperatively accomplish a complex task
with minimal human direction.152
Although individually a low-cost drone may be powerless against a high-tech tool like an F-35
stealth fighter, a fleet of hundreds of such drones with an AI-enabled swarming algorithm is likely
to overwhelm these comparatively expensive military systems. AI applications may even render
some current platforms obsolete.153 Others caution that AI systems may decouple military power
from population size and economic strength. As the technology proliferates to smaller countries
and nonstate actors, AI may allow them to have a disproportionately large impact on the
battlefield if they are able to capitalize on these scaling effects.154
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Information Superiority
AI may offer a means to cope with an explosion in the amount of data available for analysis.
According to one DOD source, the military operates over 11,000 drones, with each one recording
“more than three NFL seasons” of high-definition footage each day.155 However, the department
does not have sufficient people or an adequate system to comb through all of this data to derive
useful and timely intelligence analysis. This issue will likely be exacerbated in the future as data
continues to accumulate.
According to one study, by 2020 every human on the planet will generate 1.7 megabytes of
information every second, growing the global pool of data from 4.4 zettabytes today to almost
44.0 zettabytes.156 AI-powered intelligence systems may significantly improve intelligence
analysis, sorting through these massive troves of data to highlight useful information.157 AI
systems may integrate information from different sources and geographic locations to draw
conclusions that may not have otherwise been obvious to human intelligence analysts observing a
singular system.158
In addition, AI algorithms may generate their own data to feed further analysis, accomplishing
tasks like converting unstructured information from polls, financial data, and election results into
written reports. AI tools of this type provide potential value because they draw out useful
information that would otherwise be elusive, and this potentially superior quality of information
may consequently lead to better wartime decision-making.159

Predictability
Perhaps an ambiguous trait of the technology, AI algorithms often produce unpredictable results.
In March 2016, the AI company DeepMind created a game-playing algorithm called AlphaGo,
which defeated a world-champion Go player, Lee Sedol, four games to one. After the match,
Sedol commented that AlphaGo made surprising and innovative moves, and other expert Go
players subsequently stated that AlphaGo overturned accumulated wisdom on game play.
Furthermore, experts did not believe that an AI system would be capable of defeating a human at
this complex game for another 10 years.160 AI’s capacity to produce similar unconventional
results in military systems may be an advantage in combat, especially if those results surprise an
adversary.
However, AI systems also fail in unexpected ways, with some analysts characterizing the
technology as “brittle and inflexible.”161 Dr. Arati Prabhakar, the former DARPA Director,
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commented, “When we look at what’s happening with AI, we see something that is very
powerful, but we also see a technology that is still quite fundamentally limited ... the problem is
that when it’s wrong, it’s wrong in ways that no human would ever be wrong.”162
AI-based image recognition algorithms surpassed human performance in 2010, most recently
achieving an error rate of 2.5% in contrast to the average human error rate of 5%, but some
commonly cited experiments with these systems demonstrate their capacity for failure.163 As
illustrated in Figure 7, researchers combined a picture that the system correctly identified as a
panda with some random distortion that the computer labeled “nematode.” The difference in the
combined image is imperceptible to human eyes, but the AI system confidently labeled it as a
picture of a gibbon.
Figure 7. AI and Image Classifying Errors

Source: Andrew Ilachinski, AI, Robots, and Swarms, Issues Questions, and Recommended Studies, Center for Naval
Analysis, January 2017, p. 61.
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In another experiment, an AI system
described the picture in Figure 8 “a young
boy is holding a baseball bat,” demonstrating
the algorithm’s inability to understand
context. Other experts warn that AI may be
operating with different assumptions about
the environment than human operators, with
little awareness of when the system is outside
the boundaries of its original design.164

Figure 8. AI and Context
“A Young Boy is Holding a Baseball Bat”

To further demonstrate the point, developers
created an AI system to recognize and
understand online text, and they trained it
primarily on formal documents like
Wikipedia articles. It was later unable to
interpret more informal language in Twitter
Source: John Launchbury, “A DARPA Perspective on
posts.165 This sensitivity to the training data
Artificial Intelligence,” https://www.darpa.mil/
set is particularly concerning in the military
attachments/AIFull.pdf, p. 23.
context because it may cause issues with
“domain adaptability,” which refers to an AI system’s capacity to adjust between two settings that
are not precisely the same. This is a task humans accomplish routinely, and it would be a
necessity for military AI given the unpredictable nature of the combat environment.166
Such unpredictable failures of AI systems may create a significant risk if the systems are
deployed at scale. One analyst points out that although humans are not immune from errors, their
mistakes are typically made on an individual basis and they are different every time. However, AI
systems have the potential to fail simultaneously and in the same way.167 There may be additional
surprises in store as U.S. AI systems face adversary AI systems, with the potential for differing
cultural biases inherent in the training data sets to produce unpredictable results when they
interact with one another.168
Analysts warn that if military units rush to field the technology prior to gaining a comprehensive
understanding of this phenomena, they may incur a “technical debt,” a term that refers to the
effect of fielding AI systems that have minimal risk individually but increase the danger of
catastrophe as their collective hazard is compounded by each new addition to the inventory.169
This situation may be further exacerbated if nations engage in an AI arms race.170
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Explainability
Further complicating issues of predictability, many AI systems produce results with no
explanation of the path the system took to derive the solution. Experts in the AI field refer to this
trait as explainability. For example, Google created an early AI system to identify cats. The
algorithm achieved impressive results combing through thousands of YouTube videos to correctly
find cats, but none of the developers were able to discern which traits of a cat the system used to
make this judgment.171
The types of AI algorithms that have the highest performance are also the least explainable at the
moment. DARPA is in the midst of a five-year research effort to produce explainable AI tools,
and other research organizations are attempting to do a backwards analysis of AI algorithms to
gain a better understanding of how they work.172
In one such study, researchers analyzed a program designed to identify curtains, and they
discovered that the AI algorithm first looked for a bed and not a window, at which point it
stopped searching the image. They later discovered that most of the images in the training data set
with curtains were also bedrooms.173 This project demonstrated the significant dissimilarity
between AI and human reasoning in addition to uncovering an otherwise transparent vulnerability
in the algorithm.
Explainability creates issues in the military context as humans and AI team up to accomplish a
mission, because the opacity of AI reasoning may cause an operator to have either too much or
too little confidence in system performance. Some analysts are particularly concerned that
humans may be averse to making a decision based entirely on AI analysis if they do not
understand how the machine derived the solution. Dawn Meyerriecks, Deputy Director for
Science and Technology at the CIA, expressed concerns about convincing national
decisionmakers to trust AI judgments, arguing, “Until AI can show me its homework, it’s not a
decision quality product.”174
At the opposite end of the spectrum, the Tesla Model 3 crash on January 22, 2018, provides an
illustration of potential over-trust. The vehicle impacted a parked fire-truck at 65 miles per hour
with the auto-pilot engaged, in large part because the driver believed the system was performing
within design limitations and did not intervene.175 Although the Tesla is automated and not
necessarily an AI system, this accident may be a harbinger of things to come as humans develop
too much trust in systems of this type. Additional human-machine interaction issues that may be
challenged by insufficient explainability in the military context include the following:


Goal Alignment. The human and the machine must have a common
understanding of the objective. As military systems encounter a dynamic
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environment, the goals will change, and the human and the machine must adjust
simultaneously based on a shared picture of the current environment.176
Task Alignment. Humans and machines must understand the boundaries of one
another’s decision space, especially as goals change. In this process, humans
must be consummately aware of the machine’s design limitations to guard
against inappropriate trust in the system.177
Human Machine Interface. Due to the requirement for timely decisions in
many military AI applications, traditional machine interfaces like a mouse click
may slow down performance, but there must be a way for the human and
machine to coordinate in real time in order to build trust. A machine interface
will build appropriate human trust as feedback on the machine decision-making
process increases.178

Increasing explainability will be key to humans calibrating the preceding factors and building
appropriate levels of trust in AI systems. In some cases, humans may sacrifice mission
effectiveness if they intervene too soon. However, too much trust may cause a loss of the human’s
situational awareness, which will create a lag in response time and allow damage to accrue as the
failure persists.179 A U.S Army study of this issue concludes, only “prudent trust” will confer a
competitive advantage for military organizations.180
Explainability and predictability challenge the military’s ability to “verify and validate” AI
system performance prior to fielding. Conventional methods of verification and validation are
based on the assumption that tested performance will indicate future behavior. However, most AI
systems exhibit “emergent behavior,” adjusting their internal algorithm as they encounter new
stimuli.181 In most military applications this is a positive attribute, as it would allow AI systems to
adapt to a complex environment. However, it challenges the current DOD guidance, which
stipulates that autonomous and semi-autonomous systems must “go through rigorous hardware
and software verification and validation” to ensure the system will “function as anticipated in
realistic operational environments against adaptive adversaries.”182 It may be unreasonable to
expect the military to anticipate all of the realistic operational environments or adversary
reactions that an AI system might encounter.183
Finally, due to their current lack of an explainable output, AI systems do not have an audit trail
for the military test community to certify that a system is meeting performance standards.184 DOD
is currently developing a framework to test AI system lifecycles and building methods for testing
AI systems in diverse environments with complex human-machine interactions.185
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AI Exploitation
AI systems present unique pathways for
adversary exploitation. First, the proliferation
of AI systems will likely grow the inventory
of “hackable things,” including systems that
carry kinetic energy (e.g., moving vehicles),
which may allow cyberattacks to have a lethal
effect. An adversary may be capable of an
outsized impact if an entire class of AI
systems all have the same vulnerability.186

Figure 9. Adversarial Images

In addition, AI systems, much like other
cyberspace applications, are more vulnerable
to theft by virtue of being almost entirely
software-based. As one analyst points out, the
Chinese may be able to steal the plans for an
Source: Evan Ackerman, “Slight Street Sign
F-35, but it will take them years to find the
Modifications Can Completely Fool Machine Learning
materials and develop the manufacturing
Algorithms,” IEEE Spectrum, August 4, 2017,
https://spectrum.ieee.org/cars-that-think/
processes to build one. However, stealing
transportation/sensors/slight-street-signsoftware code effectively equips the
modifications-can-fool-machine-learning-algorithms.
adversary with that tool immediately, and it
187
can then be reproduced at will. This vulnerability is especially concerning because of the dualuse nature of the technology and the fact that the AI research community has been relatively open
to collaboration up to this point, with many variants of AI code shared on unclassified internet
sites.
Finally, adversaries may be capable of deliberately inducing the kinds of image classification
errors discussed in the predictability section above. In one such case, researchers who had access
to the training data set and the algorithm for an image classifier on a self-driving vehicle used
several pieces of strategically placed tape, as illustrated in Figure 9, to cause the system to
identify a stop sign as a speed limit sign. In a later research effort, a team at MIT, operating under
“black box conditions” with no access to the training data or algorithm, tricked an image
classifier into thinking that a picture of machine guns was a helicopter. The researchers point out
that the label swap in this case was arbitrary, and they could have just as easily changed the label
for an object of military interest, like a tank, into something benign, like an antelope.188 These
vulnerabilities increase the imperative for cybersecurity to be a primary consideration as the
military develops AI tools and plans for storing training data sets. Going ahead, DOD may want
to train human operators to be on guard for this type of attack, approaching AI solutions with an
appropriate level of scrutiny.
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AI’s Impact on Combat
Although AI has not yet entered the combat arena in a serious way, experts are predicting the
potential impact that AI will have on the future of warfare. This influence will be a function of
many factors (as described in the preceding sections of this report), including the rate of
commercial investment, the drive to compete with international rivals, the research community’s
ability to advance the state of AI capability, the military’s general attitude toward the technology,
and the development of AI-specific warfighting concepts.189
Many experts assert that there is a “sense of inevitability” with AI, arguing that it is bound to be
substantially influential.190 Nevertheless, in January 2016, the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, General Paul Selva, intimated that it may be too early to tell, pointing out that the DOD
was still in the midst of evaluating AI’s potential. He stated, “The question we’re trying to pose
now is, ‘Do the technologies that are being developed in the commercial sector principally
provide the kind of force multipliers that we got when we combined tactical nuclear weapons or
precision and stealth?’ If the answer is yes, then we can change the way that we fight.... If not, the
military will seek to improve its current capabilities slightly to gain an edge over its
adversaries.”191 There are a range of opinions on AI’s trajectory, and Congress may consider these
future scenarios as it seeks to influence and conduct oversight of military AI applications.

Minimal Impact on Combat
While many analysts admit that military AI technology is in a stage of infancy, it is difficult to
find an expert who believes that AI will be inconsequential in the long run.192 However, AI critics
point to a number of trends that may minimize the technology’s impact. From a technical
standpoint, there is a potential that the current safety problems with AI will be insurmountable
and will make AI unsuitable for military applications.193 In addition, there is a chance the
perceived current inflection point in AI development will lead to a plateau. Some experts believe
that the present family of algorithms will reach their full potential in another 10 years, and AI
development will not be able to proceed without significant leaps in enabling technology, like
chips with higher power efficiency or advances in quantum computing.194 The technology has
reached similar roadblocks in the past, resulting in periods called “AI Winters,” during which the
progress of AI research slowed significantly.
As discussed above, the military’s willingness to fully embrace AI technology may be another
stifling influence. Many academic studies on technological innovation argue that military
organizations are capable of innovation during wartime, but they characterize the services in
peace-time as large, inflexible bureaucracies that are prone to stagnation unless there is a crisis
189
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that spurs action.195 Members of the Defense Innovation Board, composed of CEOs from leading
U.S. commercial companies, remarked in their most recent report, “DOD does not have an
innovation problem, it has an innovation adoption problem” with a “preference for small cosmetic
steps over actual change.”196
Another analysis asserts that AI adoption may be halted by poor expectation management. The
report asserts that over-hyped AI capabilities may cause frustration that will “diminish people’s
trust and reduce their willingness to use the system in the future.”197 The importance of this effect
is relevant for DOD and policymakers as they consider what may be profound expectations for AI
detailed in the following sections.

Evolutionary Impact on Combat
Most analysts believe that AI will at a minimum have significant impact on the conduct of
warfare. One study describes AI as a “potentially disruptive technology that may create sharp
discontinuities in the conduct of warfare,” further asserting that the technology may “produce
dramatic improvements in military effectiveness and combat potential.”198 These analysts point to
research projects to make existing weapon systems and processes faster and more efficient, as
well as providing a means to cope with the proliferation of data that complicate intelligence
assessments and decision-making. However, these analysts caution that in the near future AI is
unlikely to advance beyond narrow, task-specific applications that require human oversight.199
Some AI proponents contend that although humans will be present, their role will be less
significant, and the technology will make combat “less uncertain and more controllable,” as
machines are not subject to the frailties that cloud human judgment, like being “tired, frightened,
bored, or angry.”200 However, critics point to the enduring necessity for human presence on the
battlefield alongside AI systems in some capacity as the principle restraining factor that will keep
the technology from upending warfare. An academic study of this trend argues,
At present, even an AI of tremendous power will not be able to determine outcomes in a
complex social system, the outcomes are too complex – even without allowing for free
will by sentient agents.... Strategy that involves humans, no matter that they are assisted
by modular AI and fight using legions of autonomous robots, will retain its inevitable
human flavor.201
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Pointing to another constraining factor, analysts warn of the psychological impact that
autonomous systems will have on an adversary, especially in conflict with cultures that place a
premium on courage and physical presence. One study on this topic quotes a security expert from
Qatar who stated, “How you conduct war is important. It gives you dignity or not.”202
In addition, experts highlight that this balance of international AI development will affect the
magnitude of AI’s influence. As one analyst states, “[T]he most cherished attribute of military
technology is asymmetry.”203 In other words, military organizations seek to develop technological
applications or warfighting concepts that confer an advantage because they are dissimilar from
opponents’ who possess no immediate counter-measure. Indeed, that is the U.S. military’s intent
with the current wave of technological development as it seeks “an enduring competitive edge
that lasts a generation or more.”204 However, DOD is concerned that if the United States does not
increase the pace of AI development, it will end up with an equivalent capability or fleeting
advantage as it cedes the edge associated with being first.205
Further complicating the pursuit of an AI advantage, the 2018 National Defense Strategy warns,
“The fact that many technological developments will come from the commercial sector means
that state competitors and nonstate actors will also have access to them, a fact that risks eroding
the conventional overmatch to which our Nation has grown accustomed.”206 In these
circumstances, AI could still influence warfighting methods, but the technology’s overall impact
may be relatively insignificant if adversaries possess a comparable capability.

Revolutionary Impact on Combat
A sizeable contingent of experts believe that AI will have a revolutionary impact on warfare. One
analysis asserts that AI will induce a “seismic shift on the field of battle” and “fundamentally
transform the way war is waged.”207 The 2018 National Defense Strategy counts AI among a
group of emerging technologies that will change the character of war, and Frank Hoffman, a
professor at the National Defense University, takes this a step further, arguing that AI may “alter
the immutable nature of war.”208
Statements like this imply that AI’s transformative potential is so great that it will challenge longstanding, foundational warfighting principles. In addition, members of the Chinese military
establishment assert that AI “will lead to a profound military revolution.”209 Proponents of this
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position point to several common factors when making their case. They argue that the world has
passed from the Industrial Era of warfare into the Information Era, in which gathering, exploiting,
and disseminating information will be the most consequential aspect of combat operations.
In light of this transition, AI’s alleged ability to facilitate information superiority and “purge
combat of uncertainty” will be a decisive wartime advantage, enabling faster and higher-quality
decisions.210 As one study of information era warfare states, “[W]inning in the decision space is
winning in the battlespace.”211 Members of this camp argue that AI and autonomous systems will
gradually distance humans from a direct combat role, and some even forecast a time in which
humans make strategic level decisions while AI systems exclusively plan and act at the tactical
level.
In addition, analysts contend that AI may contest the current preference for quality over quantity,
challenging industrial era militaries built around a few, expensive platforms with exquisite
capabilities, instead creating a preference for large numbers of less expensive, adequate
systems.212
A range of potential consequences flow from the assumptions surrounding AI as a revolutionary
influence on warfighting. Some studies point to overwhelmingly positive results, like “near
instantaneous responses,” “perfectly coordinated action,” and “domination at a time and place of
our choosing” that will “consistently overmatch the enemy’s capacity to respond.”213 However, AI
may create an “environment where weapons are too fast, small, numerous, and complex for
humans to digest ... taking us to a place we may not want to go but are probably unable to
avoid.”214 Further clarifying this point, AI systems reacting at machine speed may push the pace
of combat to a point where machine actions surpass the rate of human decision-making. This
raises serious concerns among some that AI may surreptitiously lead us to a place where humans
lose control of warfare and induce a state of strategic instability.215
The speed of AI systems may put the defender at an inherent disadvantage, creating an incentive
to strike first against an adversary with like capability. In addition, placing AI systems capable of
inherently unpredictable actions in close proximity to an adversary’s systems may result in
inadvertent escalation or miscalculation, which challenges a human decisionmaker’s ability to
control the outcome or terminate conflict in a timely manner.216 Militaries that rely on
autonomous systems may be more provocative, since the lives of human soldiers are not at risk.
This raises fundamental questions about the value placed on losing an AI-powered or autonomous
system and the definition of an act of war.217 Although these forecasts project dramatic change,
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analysts point out that concurrent assessments of the impact may be tough to discern. Historians
of technology and warfare emphasize that previous technological revolutions are apparent only in
hindsight, and the true utility of a new application like AI may not be apparent until it is used in
combat.218
Nevertheless, given AI’s disruptive potential, for better or for worse, it may be incumbent on
military leaders and Congress to evaluate the implications of military AI developments and
exercise appropriate oversight of emerging trends as the technology progresses. Congress may be
alert to the policy issues surrounding AI in the immediate future, as they will likely affect which
of the previously discussed scenarios comes to fruition. Congressional action on AI funding,
acquisitions legislation, development of AI norms and standards, and issues of international
competition has the potential to significantly shape the trajectory of AI technology, and experts
agree that continuous evaluation of legislative actions may be necessary to keep this technology
pointed in a direction that preserves U.S. national security.
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